
Add the word environment to these sentences.

 
It is important to protect the                        .

Our school                          is colourful  
and fun.

How can you look after the                           ?

For the sake of future generations, please stop 
polluting the                             .

Trace the word environment. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word environment. 

 
 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word environment?

 
 
  

Write your own statement containing the word environment as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word environment. 
 

  enviroment      invironment  enviroament

Write the syllables of the word 
environment inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
environment is missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: environment 1

Complete the word environment.

 environment

v

r

t

n

o

n

m e

n e

enviro           env      me                                   ment         ron         

Which word class does the 
word environment belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner
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Add the word equip to these sentences.

 
I will                      you with the necessary 

tools for the job.

We must                      the doctors to do  
their job.

If you are going rock climbing, you must 

                     yourself with a  
safety harness.

Trace the word equip. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word equip. 

 
 
 

If equip is the root word, how many 
longer words can you think of? 

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word equip as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word equip.

  ekwip    eqwip ecquip

Write the syllables of the word equip 
inside the hands.

Which letter from the word equip is 
missing below?

Complete the word equip.

equip

q

i

e
p

    e           e        i                                         p         u         

Which word class does the 
word equip belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner
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Add the word especially to these sentences. 

I don’t                         enjoy singing.

Daljit likes listening to music, 

                        pop.

This is an                         difficult question 
to answer.

How                         hot it is today!

Trace the word especially. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word especially. 

 
 
 

How many smaller words can 
you make using the letters from 

the word especially?

 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word especially as an adverb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word especially.

           espesially   espeshally espechally

Write the syllables of the word 
especially inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
especially is missing below?

Complete the word especially.

 especially espec             esp         l                             ally         ci         

s

y

p

a

c e e

i l

Which word class does the 
word especially belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner
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Add the word exaggerate to these sentences. 

Why do you always  
                        everything?

Uma has a tendency to  
                        things.

“Don’t                        ,” said Mum when 
I told her about the size of the fish I’d 

caught.

Trace the word exaggerate. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word exaggerate. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for 
the word exaggerate.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

Write your own statement containing the word exaggerate as averb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word exaggerate.

      exagerate   exadgerate   ecsaggerate

Write the syllables of the word 
exaggerate inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
exaggerate is missing below?

Complete the word exaggerate.

 exaggerate exagg             exa         a                            rate         ge         

t

x

e

e

g r g

a a

Which word class does the 
word exaggerate belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner
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Add the word excellent to these sentences.

 
“How                        !” exclaimed Joe.

Our teacher is                        .

The singer had an                         voice.

“Who drew this                         tree?” 
asked Mr Low.

Trace the word excellent. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word excellent. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word excellent.

Synonym:                                            
 
Antonym:                                           
 

Which word class does the 
word excellent belong to? 

Write your own statement containing the word excellent as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word excellent.

     exellent    exsellent excellant

Write the syllables of the word 
excellent inside the hands.

Which letter from the word excellent 
is missing below?

Complete the word excellent.

 excellent

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

excel             exc         e                                    lent         el         

x

l

l

c

e n

t e


